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Last summer’s project
•

Started as BIS project – ended as BEIS.

•

To evaluate consultations, calls for evidence,
independent reviews and informal
consultations/engagement since 2014.

•

To provide targets for consultation views and
conversion rates based on sound data – rather than
‘guestimations’.

•

To be able to advise policy colleagues on the resource
required to develop and analyse the consultation;
manage policy expectations about responses; and offer
insight into successful approaches.

•

To understand the impact Citizen Space actually has
on response and engagement rates.
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Background
• BIS procured Citizen Space in April 2014.
• Use and capability developed.
• Recognised that we needed to improve quality and
consistency of content on there and our approach to
consultation.
• Meet our aim of securing departmental reputation
online – needs good quality written/question content
as well as visuals; remove the difficulty of GOV.UK
integration.
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Gathering
our data
• To have robust data from a broad dataset, all 96 BIS consultation, calls for evidence, independent
reviews and informal consultations initially reviewed.
• Now over 170 cases; able to compare BIS, DECC and BEIS performance.
• Considered a wide range of data points including policy theme, visits to GOV.UK and Citizen
Space, presence of digital engagement plan, response rates and much more (25+ pieces of data
for each exercise).
• Created a ‘beast’ of an excel document that can be regularly updated, and used to provide both
quantitative and qualitative insights on ongoing basis.
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What does our data tell us?
• The first BIS Citizen Space consultation had a 7% conversion rate (ie 7% of visitors who visited
the consultation actually completed the consultation survey) We considered 7% a high rate
based on our knowledge of GOV.UK data at the time.
• This figure has now been surpassed many times, with the highest conversion at 52%.
• Initially, average conversion rate if the consultation is on Citizen Space was 21% rising to
25% with sustained and targeted digital engagement and outreach. Both visits and
responses also increase significantly with digital engagement.
• By comparison, the average conversion rate for consultation/review only on GOV.UK was 3%.
• Citizen Space is working on multiple levels to create a more successful consultation experience
for policy makers.
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Digital activity and its impacts
•

All consultations have some degree of digital support (from
publishing through to CS training).

•

14: sustained engagement and an “open policy” approach
throughout their lifespans. (More actively listening).

•

With digital support, Citizen Space views > up by over 400%
- average views increase from below 1,000 to over 4,000.

•

With policy maker digital activity, views & response rates
also increase.

•

Average response rates are also much higher where the
consultation has had sustained digital activity throughout the
life of the project. Citizen Space average responses rise
to over 1000, compared to just over 100 without
support.

•

34% of referrals to consultations come from GOV.UK - but
66% come in via other routes, many traceable back to
digital outreach.
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Why is Citizen Space getting better results?
• Citizen Space audience more engaged and more likely to submit a response than if the consultation
is on GOV.UK alone [3% v 21% conversion rates].
• Citizen Space training and support encourages policy colleagues to think about question design &
analysis.
• Potentially more visually appealing content.
• Using skip logic can mean consultations can be broken down into sections relevant to audiences.
• Digital engagement means that a broader (and more specific) range of audiences are being targeted.
• But equally, should we be concerned with the 79% who don’t respond (Next phase of this review).
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What next?
• Using our data to advise more policy colleagues.
• Set realistic comms targets.
• Analysis.
• Thinking about the non-responders – how do we compare?
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